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DETAILED ACTION

In response to Applicant's remarks filed 2/26/2008, claim 4 is cancelled. Claims 1-3 & 5-20 are

pending.

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

1 . A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in

37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is eligible

for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has

been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 37

CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on 2/26/2008 has been entered.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

2. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of

matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the

conditions and requirements of this title.

3. Claims 1-3, 5, & 6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §101 as being directed to nonstatutory

subject matter. The claims fail to produce a tangible effect. The requirement to be tangible is for

the claim to produce a real-world result or beneficial product. The claims fail because they

merely evaluate abstract functions and do not bring about a substantial application. The

limitations of "providing a hierarchical tree", "providing a learning competency", "performing an

information rollup", "analyzing the hierarchical tree", "adding the.... node to a list of nodes",

"consulting the list of nodes", "generating a control block", and "processing the control block", do

not cause an output or other indication to a user that something has occurred. If the claim does

not entail transformation of an article, then the claim shall be reviewed to determine that it
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produces a useful, tangible, and concrete result. In making this determination, the focus is not

on whether the steps taken to achieve a particular result are useful, tangible, or concrete, but

rather on whether the final result achieved by the claimed invention is useful, tangible, and

concrete. If the claims are found not to have such a practical application, then the claim is

determined to be nonstatutory. See MPEP 2106.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

4. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

5. Claims 1-3 & 5-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention. In the limitation, "wherein the information rollups include

communicating the change in state of the learning competency to the node" of claims 1 , 7, & 14,

it is unclear which node the limitation is referring to. Dependent claims 2, 3, 5, 6, 8-13, & 15-20

inherit this deficiency.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

6. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.
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7. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ459

(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1 . Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness

or nonobviousness.

8. Claims 1-3 & 5-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Cappellucci et al. (US 2003/0039949 A1 ), hereinafter known as Cappellucci, in view of

Advanced Distributed Learning. ADL SCORM Version 1.3 Application Profile, Working Draft 0.9

[2002-11-27], hereinafter known as Advanced Distributed Learning.

9. Cappellucci teaches a computer-implemented method for performing branched rollup for

shared learning competencies in a learning environment, comprising: providing a hierarchical

tree corresponding to the learning environment (Para. 0053), wherein the hierarchical tree

includes a parent node, a first branch having a first child node and a first grandchild node, and a

second branch having a second child node and a second grandchild node (Para. 0054, Table 1;

also, Figure 4, Items M6.16, parent node, and subsequent nodes); providing a learning

competency in the learning environment that is shared by the first grandchild node and the

second grandchild node (two other {information element's} data category items can be

correlated against the same MLO {Master Learning Objective}, Para. 0056); performing an

information rollup (performing a correlation query, a process to find those information objects

and elements that are correlated against a particular information object or element; the system

finds all information object or object correlated against all MLOs which are state standards,

correlated against lesson plans, and retrieves the information objects or elements searched for,

both in Para. 0072) of the first child node (an MLO can be any node on the tree, Para. 0071

)
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upon a change in state of the learning competency (the system allows a user to modify an

existing information object or element, Para. 0063; in the event it is desirable to add information

resources, each of these objects can be analyzed for content and other metadata categories

and correlated to the MLOs quickly and efficiently, Para. 0059); and performing an information

rollup of the second child node after performing the information rollup of the first child node (if no

child MLOs are found the process can continue where the system can search for all sibling

MLOs of the initial MLOs found, and the system tests to determine if any sibling MLOs were

found, Para. 0074; also, Figure 8A, Items 822 & 824, and Figure 8B, Item 800); generating a

control block for each of the first child node, the second child node and the parent node prior to

the first performing step (meta data populating the data base of Para. 0076-0077 is generated

when the information resource is input in the system, Para. 0077), wherein the control block for

the parent node indicates that the information rollup of the first child node and the information

rollup of second child node must both be performed prior to performing the information rollup of

the parent node (the correlation data object {of the database identifying information resources}

can include an MLO ID which identifies the MLO that information object is correlated to, Para.

0076; two data category items can be correlated against the same MLO, Para. 0056); and

performing an information rollup of the parent node only after performing the information rollup

of the first child node and the information rollup of the second child node (if no sibling MLOs are

found, the process can continue to where the system can search for all parent MLOs of the

initial MLOs found, the system tests to determine if any parent MLOs were found, Para. 0074)

[Claim 1].

10. Cappellucci teaches a computerized system and a computer program product stored on

a recordable medium for performing branched rollup for shared learning competencies in a

learning environment, comprising: a list compilation system for generating a list of nodes that
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share a learning competency within a hierarchical tree corresponding to the learning

environment (parsing system for establishing a correlation between information objects or

elements and one or more MLOs, Para. 0066); a block generation system for generating control

blocks for predecessors of the nodes in the list of nodes, wherein each of the control blocks

identifies specific successors of the predecessors for which information rollups must be

performed before information rollups of the predecessors can be performed (the system

provides {correlation data object} tools which facilitate input of attributes of the information

object or element, Para. 0077); and a node rollup system for processing the control blocks and

performing the information rollups of the predecessors after performing the information rollups of

the specific successors (correlation query process, Para. 0072-0074) [Claims 7 & 14].

1 1 . What Cappellucci fails to explicitly teach is wherein the information rollups include

communicating the change in state of the learning competency to the node [Claims 1 , 7, & 1 4].

However, Advanced Distributed Learning teaches that a Rollup is defined as the process of

evaluating the Objective and Attempt Progress data for a set of child activities to determine the

Objective and Attempt Progress data for the parent, and where the Rollup Rules define a set of

rollup control rules for describing this processes [sic] (5.1 .5 Rollup Rule Descriptions, page 5-

18, first paragraph). Also, the example of Figure 5.1.5.6a, Rollup Rule Condition Illustration,

further demonstrates communication of the state of the learning competency up a tree

(Illustration 1 depicts a rollup rule that states all of the parent's (AA) children (AAA, AAB and

AAC) activities have to be considered "satisfied", in order for its parent (AA) to be considered

satisfied, Page 5-22, first paragraph). The rollup of Cappellucci would evaluate the progress

data of a child node, according to the rule as taught by Advanced Distributed Learning, to

determine the progress of the parent; this function causes the evaluation to be communicated to

the parent. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time
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the invention was made, for the information rollup of Cappellucci to communicate the change in

state of the learning competency of a child node to its parent node, in the manner that

information rollups are performed, as taught by Advanced Distributed Learning, in order to

ensure that all the child learning competencies are satisfied before the parent node is

completed, improving reliability of the course sequencing so that a child learning competency

may not be skipped [Claims 1, 7, & 14].

12. Cappellucci teaches analyzing the hierarchical tree to identify the second grandchild

node as sharing the learning competency with the second grandchild node (information objects

are analyzed for content and other metadata categories correlated to the MLOs, Para. 0059;

data category items can be correlated against the same MLO, Para. 0056; an MLO can be any

node on the tree, Para. 0071; it is inherent that MLOs can be first and second grandchild

nodes); and adding the second grandchild node to a list of nodes (the system can include a

separate database for identifying each type of information resource and new types of resource

can be added as necessary, Para. 0077) prior to performing the information rollup of the first

child node (as in Para 0074 and Figures 8A & 8B; in this case the rollup of a second grandchild

node {a sibling node to a first grandchild} is performed prior to the child node {the parent of the

grandchild nodes}, case being where the child is the initial MLO found) [Claim 2].

13. Cappellucci teaches consulting the list of nodes prior to performing the information rollup

of the second child node (data structure can form part of a database that stores the meta data

and is used in queries to find information objects and elements, Para. 0076; this meta data can

be derived from available data when the information resource is input into the system, Para.

0077, the testing steps of Para. 0074 are consulting the correlation database of Para. 0076-

0077 prior to each level of search) [Claim 3].
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14. Cappellucci teaches processing the control block for the first child node prior to

performing the information rollup of the first child node; processing the control block for the

second child node prior to performing the information rollup of the second child node; and

processing the control block for the parent node prior to performing the information rollup of the

parent node (the system tests to determine if any child, sibling or parent MLOs were found, then

continues to the next level, as in Para. 0074) [Claim 5].

15. Cappellucci teaches wherein the hierarchical tree comprises a parent node, a first

branch having a first child node and a first grandchild node, and a second branch having a

second child node and a second grandchild node (Para. 0054, Table 1; also, Figure 4, Items

M6.16, parent node, and subsequent nodes) [Claims 8 & 15].

16. Cappellucci teaches wherein the learning competency is shared by the first grandchild

node and the second grandchild node, wherein the first child node and the parent node are the

predecessors of the first grandchild node, and wherein the second child node and the parent

node are the predecessors of the second grandchild node (information objects are analyzed for

content and other metadata categories correlated to the MLOs, Para. 0059; data category items

can be correlated against the same MLO, Para. 0056; an MLO can be any node on the tree,

Para. 0071; it is inherent that MLOs can be parent nodes, child nodes, and first and second

grandchild nodes, as in Figure 4) [Claims 9 & 16].

17. Cappellucci teaches wherein the information rollup of the parent node is performed only

after the information rollup of the first child node and the information rollup of the second child

node are performed (if no child MLOs are found the process can continue where the system can

search for all sibling MLOs of the initial MLOs found, and the system tests to determine if any

sibling MLOs were found, Para. 0074; also, Figure 8A, Items 822 & 824, and Figure 8B, Item

800; if no sibling MLOs are found, the process can continue to where the system can search for
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all parent MLOs of the initial MLOs found, the system tests to determine if any parent MLOs

were found, Para. 0074) [Claims 10 & 17].

18. Cappellucci teaches wherein the learning environment is implemented in a computerized

environment (Para. 0062) [Claims 6, 11, & 18].

19. Cappellucci teaches wherein the information rollups of the first child node, the second

child node and the parent node are performed a maximum of one time for a change in state of

the learning competency (the system allows a user to modify an existing information object or

element, Para. 0063; in the event it is desirable to add information resources, each of these

objects can be analyzed for content and other metadata categories and correlated to the MLOs

quickly and efficiently, Para. 0059; a correlation query is a process to find those information

objects and elements that are correlated against a particular information object of element,

Para. 0072; also Figures 6 & 7; the correlation query is used to analyze the information objects

and elements when existing information objects or elements are modified), [Claims 12 & 19].

20. Cappellucci teaches wherein the list of nodes is generated, the control blocks are

generated and processed, and the information rollups are performed upon a change in state of

the learning competency (parsing, input of object meta data into database, and correlation query

performed {analysis for content and other meta data categories and correlation to the MLOs} in

the event that information resources are added, Para. 0059, or an existing information object is

modified, Para. 0063) [Claims 13 & 20].

Response to Arguments

21 . Applicant's arguments filed 2/26/2008 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.
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22. In response to Applicant's arguments that the rejection of claims under 35 USC 101 is

not proper, because an information rollup process has a tangible effect, see page 8, an

information rollup, as best understood, is a data operation by which information is

communicated up the nodes of a hierarchical tree. A control block, as best understood, is further

computer data generated for tracking the state of nodes as information rollup is performed. The

result of the aggregation and tracking of such data is itself data, and is neither a physical or

tangible result nor transformation of a physical object, and thus does not fall within the bounds

of statutory subject matter as claimed. A rollup of information is neither a physical nor a tangible

result. Therefore, the rejection of claims 1-3, 5 & 6 under 35 USC 101 is proper.

23. In response to the Applicant's arguments that the Cappellucci reference fails to teach

every element of the claimed invention, see pages 9-11, the Cappellucci reference teaches a

system for information correlation, which is defined as " a table which links each information

resource, object or element to each other related information resource, object or element based

upon predefined criterion" (Para. 0007). As best understood, this information is organized in

hierarchical trees (Para. 0054). Thus, the correlation of Cappellucci is best understood to be a

process of linking related information resources in a hierarchical tree. Further, the sequence of

process steps for performing a correlation query, which is understood to be the process of

searching for related information needing to be linked, is understood as first searching the child

nodes to be linked, then the sibling nodes, then lastly, the parent nodes (Para. 0074). Thus the

process of Cappellucci "rolls up" child and sibling nodes before parent nodes. The purpose of

this order is noted by Cappellucci for avoiding repeated rollups of information (One of the

benefits of the present system is that even with the manual process, the correlation step need

only be performed once when the new information is added as compared with the free form

information model where each new information object or element would have to be correlated
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with each existing information resource of the system, Para. 0066, emphasis added). Thus, the

argument is not persuasive because Cappellucci teaches all the limitations of Claims 1-3 & 5-

20.

24. In response to Applicant's additional argument that Cappelluci does not disclose the

generation of a control block to determine which nodemust be rolled up before the parent can

be rolled up, see page 10, Applicant states that Cappelluci does not provide a "logic system"

where child nodes are rolled up before a parent node to avoid repeated rollups. However,

Cappelluci teaches a software system and method to perform this rollup of information, as set

forth in paragraph 0074. Examiner agrees that the generation of a control block is analogous to

a set of logical rules; however, Cappelluci clearly sets forth rules in computer logic for

performing such a rollup. Thus, the Applicant's argument is not persuasive.

Conclusion

25. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. Bradley et al. (US 7,194,477 B1) discloses a facility for identifying groups of items

that co-occur in more that a threshold number of instances, contained in nodes of a hierarchical

tree.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Nikolai A. Gishnock whose telephone number is (571 )272-1420. The

examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30a-5p.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Xuan M. Thai can be reached on 571-272-7147. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you

would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the

automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

3/20/2008

IN. A. G./

Examiner, Art Unit 3714

/Ronald Laneau/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3714
03/22/08


